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Introduction
•The communications landscape for marketers and brand 
builders is changing fundamentally

•Bite commissioned Econsultancy to interview leading 
practitioners globally to gain an understanding of how 
marketers are managing change in the digital era

•The resulting research report, Many Voices, One 
Message, identifies the key challenges and strategies for 
success in 2011



The Game is Changing
•Global recognition of the imperative for change

•Universal agreement that communications is a growing 
strategic concern in the digital world

•The speed of change varies by region
•Respondents in parts of Asia see change as inevitable, but 
slower moving than in the West

•Marketing silos are breaking down
•Coalescing teams, talent and technology is seen as a 
necessity to manage fluid audiences



Joining the Conversation
•A company’s reputation and brand identity are increasingly defined 
by viral ideas rather than media buys

•The art of corporate storytelling is more important than it’s 
ever been

•Organizations are just coming to grips with the fact that they don’t 
own their stories anymore

•They can tell the original version but can’t control how it 
evolves, spreads or ends.

•The single greatest need expressed by the executives interviewed 
was for a better capability in creating content

•Content that is exciting, engaging and often entertaining is more 
likely to capture the imagination and be spread virally



Research 
Highlights



The Digital 
Shift

“Social media has completely 
upended our former 

communications models –
in just the last 

24 to 36 months. 
It wasn’t on our radar at all, to 
being the central organizing 

principle of all our 
communications.”

Matthew Broder, 
VP External Communications

Pitney Bowes



Storytelling is 
changing…



Loss of 
Control

“You’ve got to be comfortable 
with the product and what 

you’re saying about it, 
because there’s no controlling 

it once it’s out the door. It’s 
been quite shocking to see 

how the story changes 
immediately after a product 

launch.”

Technology PR, Delhi

• We can begin telling stories, but 
we can’t finish them

• There are many participants, but 
some are louder than others

• A few dig deep, but the sound 
bite rules

• Always-on news is self-correcting



Owning 
Social

“No one owns social because 
everyone should own social –

but PR/Comms is the best 
group to get everyone in the 
company on the same page.”

Survey respondent, USA



New Roles for 
Communications

“The silos are coming down 
because they have to. 

We can’t afford to maintain 
them, and it doesn’t work as 

it did anyway.”

Ecommerce Product 
Aggregator, London



Content Creation

• Company blogs have been succeeded by the concept of corporate 
media outlets

• Content can be home grown, purchased or come from partners or consumers 
• Content can be distributed across multiple, multiplying channels

• For most communications teams and even many agencies, 
multi-channel content is still more theory than practice

• So, the ability to create and distribute unique, engaging content 
stands out

• Media outlets and analysts are constantly broadcasting their 
editorial needs and agendas, making it easier to connect with them 



Addressing 
the Risks



Automating 
Chaos

“You can’t track everything 
manually…you can’t listen 
manually…you can’t find 

everyone you 
need to reach…you can 

tell a compelling 
story and use tech for the 

rest.”

Survey respondent, Singapore



Listening

“I think the ability to instantly 
understand what people are 

saying and how they’re feeling 
– because they’re telling you –

is the most amazing gift to 
PR…to marketing. It’s by far 

the most important aspect of 
social media so far.”

Consumer Finance, 
London & New York



New Skills, 
Old Skills

“You don’t need to be a tech-
head, but everyone needs to 
understand the potential of 
these new technologies for 

connecting our message with 
our customers.” 

Telecom, London
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What it Takes to Succeed
• Companies need an open, flexible approach to achieve 

higher engagement, viral publicity, better retention and 
ultimately revenue

• A new digital skill set is needed to complement 
traditional competencies

• The core skills remain – craft powerful ideas / content 
that endure continual recreation and interpretation as 
they are passed around



How to Thrive
The organisations thriving in this brave new world share 3 key traits:

1) They have come to grips with their corporate values

• Successful companies are more open and flexible and 
understand the vital difference between ownership and 
guidance of brand messages / stories

2) Their communications strategy is practical & fully internalized 
at every level

• To be most useful, strategy has to escape the C-suite and be 
understood by all

3) Policies are used to free employees by giving them structure

• Clear social media policies enable employees to spread 
corporate stories positively



Methodology

•Primarily based on telephone interviews with PR and 
MarComm professionals and industry luminaries 

•Additional qualitative input via online questionnaires 
targeted by region

•Sample includes over 50 responses from respondents with 
title of Director or above

•Split among North America, Europe and Asia

•Also divided by industry focus on Tech, Finance and Travel


